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The influence of self-construal on the acceptability
of moral decisions made by autonomous cars
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Self-construal refers to one’ view of themselves as
independent from (individualistic) or interdependent with
others (collectivist). The quest to determine relevant
moral principles in autonomous vehicles prompted the
question whether one’s self-construal can impact the moral
appreciation of decisions of these vehicles. For instance,
when presented with moral dilemmas involving autonomous
cars, participants from collectivist cultures displayed weaker
preference for sparing younger characters compared to
those from individualistic cultures. The current study
examined the effect of priming independent vs.
interdependent self-construal on the acceptability of the
car’s decision in resolving Trolley-like dilemmas.
Participants (N=100, Mage=30.88, SD=13.31) first
completed the self-construal priming task and were
presented with images of two possible collision scenarios
followed by the autonomous car’s decision. The scenarios
were manipulated regarding the sacrificed character’s role
(pedestrian/passenger), age (old/young), and their
imaginary relationship to the participant (related/stranger).
Participants rated on a scale to indicate how morally
acceptable they perceived the car’s decision. The results
showed that participants found it significantly more
acceptable when the car spared younger vs. older
characters and pedestrians vs. passengers. The interaction
between age and relationship revealed greater acceptability
of sparing old-relatives compared to old-strangers whilst no
difference found between young-strangers and
young-relatives. Importantly, self-construal priming did not
influence the

acceptability of the car’s decisions, which we discuss in
relation to the effectiveness of the priming method we used.
We encourage further investigation of cultural
differences related to the perception of autonomous cars
and highlight the importance of considering culture-specific
parameters in designing autonomous vehicles.
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